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OTE DRONE POLICY 
 

1. Over the Edge prohibits the use of drones at the event site during the event, including but not 
limited to the following areas: 

a. The rooftop and rigging area for any training or main rappels 
b. The exclusion zone of any ongoing rappel, including the vertical space above such exclusion 

zones 
c. Any area within 250ft of spectators for the event 
d. Any other area determined by the on-site staff to require restricted airspace 

 
2. If any UAS is witnessed operating in the restricted zones, the Site Safety Supervisor is to be notified. 

 
3. The Site Safety Supervisor will then decide on the appropriate action to be taken, which may include 

but is not limited to: 
a. Clearing the ropes until the drone has vacated the restricted zones 
b. Clearing the roof until the drone has vacated the restricted zones 
c. Clearing the exclusion zone (landing area) until the drone has vacated the restricted zones 
d. Stopping the event until the drone has vacated the restricted zones 
e. Any other action deemed necessary by the on-site staff 

 
4. Over the Edge understands that not all UAS that appear will be known to the client and that the Pilot 

in Command (PIC) may not be under jurisdiction of the client. A good faith best effort is expected 
from the client to help resolve these incidents of unknown flyers. 
 

5. To prevent the perception that UAS operation at the event is accepted, all incidents are to be 
treated equally and resolved in as quick a manner as safely possible. This is to reduce the chances of 
other UAS operators from entering the airspace under the assumed acceptance of these platforms. 
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